HEALTHY HAIR HOW-TO

SELF-CARE
CHECKLIST
Style Secrets To Maintaining
Healthy, Shiny Dreadlocks
At Home.
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Secret Key

TO GORGEOUS LOCS
The key to keeping your dreadlocks
healthy and manageable is moisture
- and lots of it. Quench the thirst and
your natural curls will flourish..
The hair products you use can mean
the difference between luxurious
locs or frizzy, unmanageable hair.
Once you establish a hair routine
that's right for you, continue to love
and embrace your natural tresses
by being consistent in giving it what
it needs.

Dreadlocks Self-Care Checklist
Here's your down & dirty quick hit checklist to keep your locs
looking fly & fierce!
THE DO’s:
Do keep your locs moisturized (daily or every other day)
Massage your scalp daily to stimulate the scalp and encourage hair growth
Follow one dread maintenance pattern (palm-rolling? interlocking?
backcombing? Keep consistent with whatever pattern you've been using,
don't switch back and forth or you'll create inconsistent, lumpy locs)
Wrap your hair at night with a satin scarf or sleep on a satin pillowcase to
extend the freshness of your re-twist and/or maintenance session
Drink lots of water. (Sounds basic, yes, but healthy hair starts from the inside out so just a friendly reminder here:)
Brush your locs a few times per week to remove surface lint

THE DON’Ts:
Avoid synthetic ingredients like creams, waxes, butters and pomades which
cause build-up over time
Don't over-manipulate with re-twists that are too tight
Don't hang on to hair products that are not working for your hair simply
because you paid X dollars for it. If it doesn't work, gift it to someone else.

Loc Brushing Basics
are you in on this style secret?
Loc brushing may not yet be a common practice amongst all LocStars , but
seasoned veterans have discovered that it yields excellent results. Among the many
benefits, it is particularly helpful in keeping your dreadlocks free from surface dust
and lint and gives them a nice healthy sheen by distributing your natural oils more
evenly throughout the dreadlock.
Because of the twists and tangles inherent in loc’ing curly hair, it’s very difficult for the
natural oils your scalp produces to travel all the way down your loc. If you use oils or
moisture mists on your locs, a great practice is to use them just before you brush
your dreadlocks to evenly distribute and moisturize the oils throughout.
A soft bristle brush made with natural fibers, such as boar bristles, is the
recommended choice.The bristles of a boar bristle brush are most like human hair
and does not damage or tear the hair strands. Brushes with bristles that are synthetic
and hard will damage the integrity of the loc and cause breakage or thinning later
down the road if used excessively.
While natural boar bristle brushes are more expensive than synthetic ones, (nylon for
example), it’s better to invest in a quality soft bristle brush now, than pay the high
price of disappointment and/or extensive loc repair later.

But before we dive into more tips, a word of caution...

Word of Caution...
don't start too soon.

Be careful not to start brushing your dreads too early in your loc journey.When they
are just starting to form (a.k.a. the “baby phase”) the strands are still very delicate and
could unravel easily if disturbed. So in the early stage, simply stick with preventive
measures such as protecting your locs at night with a head scarf and using natural
products to ward against lint and build-up.
One of the top two troublesome issues LocStars face is dry locs and lint. It’s
something that always creeps up at some point in the course of one's loc journey and
too many dreadlock rockers are suffering in silence.
Dry hair tends to plague textured locs more so than loose naturals or those with finer
hair textures simply because of the nature of the dreadlocking process.
What happens is the natural sebum from your scalp that would normally travel the
length of the hair strand with daily combing and brushing gets sidetracked by all of
the many twists and turns a dreadlock has and never quite makes its way down to the
full length of the dreadlock.
As a result, hair ends up feeling dry and brittle. This can not only leave a dull
appearance, but can cause locs to thin out and break as well.
But it doesn’t have to be this way.
If you’ve been struggling with dry locs no matter which hair products you try, then
you'll benefit greatly from brushing your locs on a regular basis.

loc brushing best practices
Brush on windy days
During high pollen seasons
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Immediately after yard work or
house cleaning
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trouble with lint in your locs?
Lint, the tiny particles of fiber or fiber-debris that's often visible on cotton fabrics, love
to attach themselves to locs. Fabrics such as sweaters, knit caps and tams, cotton
pillowcases and blankets all contribute to those pesky fibers finding their way into
your hair. Also, the hair products such as waxes, gels, and heavy cream-based
products can attract lint and product build-up as well.
You have the power to reduce the risk of attracting lint to your locs. With a few simple
adjustments, you can take back control of your dreadlock health.
Here are some tips:

Cover Your Locs When Cleaning. When cleaning or doing anything that may stir up
dust particles around the house or in the yard or garage, cover your locs. A silk scarf
or satin bonnet will go a long way in keeping lint from settling in your hair..
Use Satin Pillowcases or Night Caps. Don't overlook the effect your pillow has on
your locs nor the amount of lint it may hold. Swap out your cotton pillowcases for
satin ones. Sleep with a silky night cap to ensure you have full coverage throughout
the night.
Pick It Out. Lint Lifter tweezers are an excellent option for helping you pick out
stubborn lint fibers that are difficult to remove without damaging or interrupting the
overall structure of your dreadlocks.
African Black Soap Clarifying Shampoo. African black soap clarifying shampoo
works wonders in deep cleansing your dreads and dissolving product buildup. If you
are dealing with dreadlocks that contain mildew or rancid odors, this shampoo will
help.
Lint-Free Microfiber Towel. Lint-free microfiber towels are wonderful as they absorb
water from your wet locs and speed up drying time. This will reduce the risk of mold
growth and doesn't add lint back to your locs like cotton towels do.

You may also like...
healthylocs how-to guides:
How To: Dreadlock Styles
How To: “Loc” in Moisture
How To: Remove Lint from Locs
How To: Choose the Best Dreadlock Shampoo
How To: Measure your Locs for Dread Beads
How To: Wear Your Loccessories
Available at: loccessories.com/blog
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Now that you have the 411 on maintaining
your locs at home,, you are armed and
ready with the tools you need to cultivate
dreadlocks that flourish and thrive.
Remember, you don't have to be rigid in
your maintenance routine. However,
coming up with a regular schedule you
can stick to will definitely give you the
best results for your efforts..
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you might also like...
Whether you're looking for hair maintenance tools to keep your style on point, or fun,
hair apparel to represent you well. Here are some additional items to make loc'd life a
whole lot easier and accompany you on your loc journey.

wash day kit

dreadlocks sleep cap

loc detox kit

Available Now | View Details

Available Now | View Details

Available Now | View Details

www.loccessories.com/essentials

www.loccessories.com/nightcap

www.loccessories.com/locdetoxkit

got locs? hoodie

Loc Nation t-shirt

locstar t-shirt

Available Now | View Details

Available Now | View Details

Available Now | View Details

Retro hoodie representing.
Here to help you say it loud,
"Got Locs & I'm Proud!"

An homage to classic hip-hop.
This tee is your calling card to
rock with your true tribe.

Whether or not the world takes
notice, we see you shining.
You're a LocStar baby.
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hello love!

H

ello Love, my name is
K. Hill, the creator of Loccessories.

I want to thank you for requesting this free
guide. You’ve made a great decision. It is
my humble goal with everything that I
offer, to make your loc journey a whole lot
easier.
I created Loccessories in 2011 to serve as
an online resource of natural hair
accessories made for curls, coils, kinks &
locs.

It is meant to serve you by offering handcrafted hair accessories, hair care tools
and lifestyle products that give you the space to show up in the world as your
true, authentic self. Unapologetic in your beauty.
If there’s anything that you need, have a question about your item(s) or just a
general question about #thatnaturallife, I’d love to hear from you! Feel free to
drop me a line at: hello@loccessories.com
Oh, and make sure that you’re on the VIP Hot List because we have a tendency to
give surprise freebies and flash sales for our subbies. Can't say exactly when
they'll pop up (that would spoil the surprise) but only those on the Hot List will
know when they do. You can sign up by visiting www.loccessories.com and
entering your name and email in the VIP Hot List box at the bottom of the page.
Best wishes on your loc journey!

-k. hill
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